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Definitions

• Corpus is a set of projects (systems) for 
the research task at hand

• Corpus engineering is a sum of all 
efforts spent on making the corpus 
usable



Table I
SURVEYED CONFERENCES

Year Conf. Papers “No” % “Yes” % “Gray”

(i) (ii)

2012 CSMR 30 9 30 17 56.7 3 1
2012 ICPC 23 11 47.8 8 34.8 1 3
2012 ICSE 87 25 28.7 39 44.8 6 17
2011 ICSM 36 6 16.7 25 69.4 1 4
2011 SCAM 16 4 25 6 37.5 4 2
2011 WCRE 47 10 21.3 21 44.7 5 11

Total 239 65 27.2 116 48.5 20 38

demos and test cases (e.g., for compilers), and third-party
libraries. Failing to discern between these categories in
empirical studies may lead to skewed results. Unfortunately,
established corpora often have insufficient metadata, not
allowing one, e.g., to automatically identify and isolate test
cases [3], the system core [12], or, conversely, third-party
libraries [13].

C. Contributions

The contributions of this paper are:
• a survey of current corpus usage in Software Engineer-

ing research
• a set of techniques for comprehending and improving

corpus content, producing a complete, automatically
buildable corpus, with extended metadata

• an illustration of the approach on the Qualitas corpus
• the resulting improved corpus
The rest of this paper is structured in the following way.

Section II presents a survey of Software Engineering confer-
ences, its methodology and findings. Section III introduces
our techniques of corpus engineering. Section IV presents
results of applying our approach to the Qualitas corpus. In
Sections V and VI, we discuss threats to validity and related
work, while Section VII concludes.

The paper and accompanying data are available online.1

II. SURVEY OF CORPORA USAGE

A. Overview

To understand the current demand in corpora among
researchers in Software Engineering, we undertook a survey
of six relevant conferences: CSMR, ICPC, ICSE, ICSM,
SCAM, and WCRE. The survey basis was respectively the
latest installment of each conference available from the
DBLP bibliography service2. We examined the abstracts of
the papers from the main research tracks3, looking for the
following signs of corpus usage:

1http://softlang.uni-koblenz.de/qualitas/
2The DBLP Computer Science Bibliography, http://dblp.uni-trier.de/
3Excluding from our survey industry and early research tracks, invited

papers, keynotes, tool descriptions, posters and suchlike.

• The unit of the corpus is clearly mentioned: system,
project, program, etc.

• The number of units in the corpus is clearly mentioned
(we also accepted the quantifier “several” in 5 cases).

Based on this data, we assigned each paper to one of the
following categories:

• “No”: There are no signs of corpus usage.
• “Yes”: There are clear signs of corpus usage, both unit

and number of units are mentioned. E.g., “We compared
<metrics> [. . . ] by applying them over six open source
software systems”

• “Gray area”, if either:
i) only the unit of the corpus is mentioned. E.g.,

“and evaluated it on large-scale C/C++ programs”,
ii) or a (controlled) experiment, case study, empirical

evaluation, assessment, etc. is mentioned where a
corpus has probably been used. E.g., “and further
validated with two case studies”.

The results of this classification are shown in Table I: almost
half of all papers clearly indicate corpus usage; additionally,
about one fifth of the papers are in the grey area.

B. Software corpora
The following analysis was carried out on the papers

with clear evidence of corpus usage. Furthermore, we fo-
cus on the six most frequently used corpus units: system,
open-source project (or program), open-source software (or
system), application, project, and program. These represent
the largest homogenous group and are used in 82 papers,
which is 70.7 % of the papers in the “Yes” category. Termi-
nologically, we unify these units in the following under the
umbrella term of a system.

We examined the full texts of those 82 papers, in order
to understand the used corpora in detail. In particular, we
were looking for answers to the following questions:

• System code form: source code or binaries?
• What are the software languages of the corpus?
• Dependencies: are systems buildable/runnable?
• Has an established corpus been used?
• What is a typical size of a corpus?
• What systems are frequently used across publications?

The results were as follows.
1) Code form: Looking for an explicit mention of code

form in the text of the papers, we discovered that in 63 cases
corpora consisted of source code only; in 5 cases, they
consisted of bytecode/binaries. From the rest of the papers,
we could not extract a clear statement on this account.

2) Languages: We found that corpora are mostly mono-
lingual, with Java and C/C++ being the most popular
languages. In 52 cases, Java was mentioned as the only
language of the corpus; in 13 cases, C/C++ was mentioned
as the only language of the corpus; in 9 cases the corpus
was said to contain both units written in Java and in C-like
languages (C, C++, C#).
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Used corpora

• Almost always home-grown

• Consist of source code

• Most popular languages: Java, C/C++

• Rather small: Median=2, mode=1



Established corpus: 
Qualitas

• > 100 systems

• Source code and binary form

• Metadata: 

• prefixes for system types

• LOC, NCLOC, etc.



Table III
QUALITAS 20101126R DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max

# files 77 500 1,102 2,794 2,845 66,550
# extensions 1 13 21 29.2 35 346

# Java files 44 200 564 1,453 1,192 32,550
# sysJava files 38 198 540 1,341 1,192 29,180

# roots 1 2 5 29.79 15 1,499
# sysRoots 1 1 3 21.27 8 1,130

# packages 2 21 37 130.9 92 3,620
# prefixes 1 1 1 1.648 2 20

# JARs 1 1 7 38.22 20 1,822

# ANT scripts 1 1 1 14.43 2.75 1,020
# Maven 1.x scripts 1 1 1 12.08 1 1,035
# Maven 2.x scripts 1 1 1 8.811 1 341
# Makefile scripts 1 1 1 2.679 1 135

space-separated list of prefixes of packages of Java types:
types covered by these prefixes are considered to be within
system scope (or simply system).

We used the 20101126r release of Qualitas, which con-
tains 106 systems. Table III shows descriptive statistics about
the corpus: for each metric, minimum and maximum, first
and third quartiles, median and mean are given. The table
shows how many files and different extensions are there in
the corpus; how many are Java files, how many of them
belong to the system according to the Qualitas classification,
and how many respective roots are present. The table also
lists how many different Java packages are detected and how
many system prefixes Qualitas metadata provides. Finally,
the table shows how many JAR(s) are found and how many
different build systems are detected.

B. Exploratory builds

The Qualitas corpus contains 106 systems. We were able
to build 86 systems, of them we had to patch 54 systems to
make them build. We limited our effort per system during
exploratory builds, and in some complex cases, systems
could not be built within the time constraints.

We applied the following kinds of build patches (the num-
ber of patches applied of each kind is given in parentheses):

• addJar (197): add a JAR
• makeDir (98): create a necessary directory
• addFile (76): add a non-Java file
• batchBuild (34): execute several build files or targets
• moveDir (30): move a directory
• patchBuildFile (22): patch an existing build file
• changeJDK (8): use specific Java version
• addSettings (8): add a file with properties/settings
• patchSettings (7): patch a file with properties/settings
• moveFile (6): move a non-Java file
• addBuildFile (6): add a build file
• patchSrc (5): patch a Java file

• changeBuildV (5): use specific build system version
• chmod (1): make a file executable

The most common patch operation is addJar: almost 200
JARs were added to 30 systems to make them build (not
counting libraries that Maven downloads automatically). The
next two most frequent patches, makeDir and addFile are
aimed to create the file layout as the build script expects it to
be. While creating new directories is needed for 20 systems,
only 4 systems are responsible for the sum of added files
(missing resources).

Almost half of the patched systems (25 out of 54) needs
only one type of fixing, the most popular being patches of
build files (6 systems), missing library JARs (5 systems),
and usage of specific Java version (4 systems). The number
of systems requiring 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 kinds of patches was
9, 10, 6, 2, and 2, respectively.

We used ANT to build the majority of systems. Some
systems support more than one build system (e.g., both ANT
and Maven)—in such cases we opted for ANT. In total, for
building the corpus, ANT was used 69 times, Maven 2.x—
11 times, Maven 1.x—3 times, a Bash script—2 times, and
Makefile once.

In the rest of the study, we operate only on systems that
we were able to build.
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total (non−main)
demo
test
demo (fp)
test (fp)

% Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max

total 0.04 5.36 10.73 14.14 19.09 46.2

test 0.04 4.57 9.75 11.81 17.04 41.91
demo 0.11 0.91 1.78 5.88 6.66 30.65

Figure 1. Distribution of non-core code
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Table II
FREQUENTLY USED SYSTEMS

Freq # Sys # In Q. In Qualitas Not in Qualitas

8 1 1 jedit —
7 2 2 argouml, eclipse —
5 3 3 ant, jhotdraw, pmd —
4 3 2 lucene, xalan rhino
3 8 4 aspectj, hibernate,

hsqldb, jfreechart
fop, jabref, jface,
jython

2 20 10 antlr, htmlunit,
itext, jmeter,
pooka, rssowl,
tomcat, vuze,
weka, xerces

bloat, chart, compare,
debug.core,
exvantage, freemind,
jdt.core, lexi,
quickuml, zxing

3) Dependencies: We counted towards “resolved depen-
dencies” those cases when it was explicitly mentioned that:
i) systems were run; ii) systems were built/compiled; iii) li-
braries were present; iv) the tool(s) used required resolved
dependencies (e.g., Eclipse TPTP). In 31 cases corpora were
classified as containing needed code dependencies.

4) Established corpora: In 8 papers, we found ex-
plicit mention of one of the following established cor-
pora: DaCapo [14], Qualitas [4], SIR [15], Sourcerer [16],
SPEC CPU and SPEC JVM [17]. In 6 other papers, the
following online repositories were mentioned as the source
of corpus units: Android Market, GitHub, Google Code,
SourceForge, ShareJar.4

5) Corpus size: Most corpora (57 cases) contain less than
ten units. The median of the size distribution is 4, and the
most frequent size of a corpus is 2 units.

6) Frequently used systems: We collected the names of
used systems as mentioned by the papers and checked if they
are provided by our illustrating established corpus, Qualitas.
In Table II, we group systems by their frequency of usage
(Freq): For each group, we list how many systems belong to
it (# Sys); how many of them are found in Qualitas (# In Q.);
names of the systems present in Qualitas; and names of the
systems not found in Qualitas. E.g., the systems lucene,
rhino, and xalan are used in four different corpora, but
rhino is not present in the Qualitas corpus, while lucene
and xalan are included.

C. Discussion

Our survey shows that corpus usage is frequent in Soft-
ware Engineering: half of the papers contain clear signs of
it. Mostly, these corpora consist of systems in their source
code form with Java as the most popular software language.
The survey also shows that established corpora are not
widely used, and that home-grown corpora usually are of
moderate size and consist of hand-picked systems. The data
suggests that an established corpus (resp. its subset) could
have theoretically been used in many cases: Comparison

4https://play.google.com/, https://github.com/, http://code.google.com/,
http://sourceforge.net/, http://www.sharejar.com/

shows that Qualitas, for instance, contains the most popular
systems.

Our explanation as to why researches do not embrace
established corpora is that they still see engineering a home-
grown corpus an easier task than adopting an established cor-
pus. This is partly due to the small number of systems used
in the papers, and partly due to the authors’ requirements not
being met by the established corpora in their current form.

The most prominent unmet requirement is the absence of
unresolved dependencies. The survey shows that more than
a third of potential corpus users have such a requirement.
We believe that by resolving and providing dependencies an
established corpus like Qualitas could expand its audience.

III. CORPUS (RE-)ENGINEERING TECHNIQUES

We submit that the cornerstone of corpus (re-)engineering
is the build process. Apart from making our analyses possi-
ble, it allows us to obtain resp. to validate valuable metadata
pertaining to system scope. We found that an operational
(build-centric) approach to classifying the code complements
the established, more descriptive approaches.

The method presented below produces a corpus that
i) includes all necessary dependencies, ii) can be built
and analyzed automatically, in a uniform way, iii) contains
extended and more precise metadata about systems and their
components. The method is defined for Java programs, but
can be analogously applied to other similar languages.

A. Definitions

In this paper, we make use of the following terms. A
system is a set of files. We assume a system is available
in two forms (this is true for the systems in Qualitas).
The source-code form consists of Java files, libraries, build
scripts, documentation, and so on, and we refer to the totality
of included Java files as source code. The binary form
usually consists of compiled source code, resources, etc.,
packed into JARs; it may also optionally contain a number
of library JARs.

A Java file may contain one or more Java types (classes,
interfaces, enums, annotations) that are distinguished by
their qualified names. A build is a process, during which
source code is compiled and packed into built JARs, which
can be distributed as part of the binary system form. We use
the term root to refer to any source directory from which
the hierarchy of directories with Java packages descends.
Basically, one obtains a root by removing from the full path
to a source file the suffix corresponding to the Java package5.

In our work, we use two classifications of Java types
to describe system boundaries. The first stems from the
original Qualitas corpus. It is a set of package prefixes

5E.g., for a file systemA/src/org/foo/bar/Example.java that
contains a type with qualified name org.foo.bar.Example, the root
is systemA/src/
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Qualitas: Drawbacks

• For our kind of research (API usage):

• libraries missing

• no automation of build

• Not only our problem:

• more than third of corpora in survey 
need resolved dependencies

• any points-to analysis



Our method

containing system types. System types are part of the sys-
tem in question—as opposed to, say, third-party types—
according to the judgment of Qualitas authors. We introduce
a second, more fine-grained, classification of Java types into
core, test, or demo, reflecting the type’s function within the
system. Details of how our classification is computed and
how it compares to the one of Qualitas are deferred until
Section IV.

B. A Method for Corpus (Re-)Engineering

Our method is summarized by the following pseudocode
algorithm:

1. input : corpus, systemCandidateList

2. output : corpus

3. for each name in systemCandidateList :

4. (p

src

, p

bin

) = obtainSystem(name);

5. patches = exploratoryBuild(p

src

, p

bin

);

6. timestamp = build(p

src

, patches);

7. (java, classes, jars) = collectStats(p

src

);

8. java

0
= filter(java);

9. (jars

built

, jars

lib

) =

detectJars(timestamp, java

0
, jars);

10. java

0
compiled

=

detectJava(timestamp, java

0
, classes, jars

built

);

11. p

0
src

= (java

0
compiled

, jars

lib

);

12. p

0
bin

= jars

built

;

13. p

0
= (p

0
src

, p

0
bin

);

14. if validate(p

0
) :

15. corpus = corpus + p

0
;

16. factExtraction(p

0
);

The input is a (possibly empty) corpus to be extended
and a list of candidate systems, systemCandidateList , to be
added to it. The output is the corpus populated with refined
systems.

We assume that a system can be obtained both in its
source-code and binary forms (line 4): e.g., by downloading
them from the system’s website. In practice, we reuse the
effort of Qualitas developers and work with systems as they
are provided by Qualitas.

During an exploratory build (line 5), the nature of the
system is manually investigated by an expert. We detect
how the system is built, what errors occur during the build
(if any), and how to patch them. At this stage, we also
compare the set of built JARs with the JARs in the binary
distribution form of the system. If the former set is smaller
than the latter (e.g., because default targets in build scripts
may be insufficient and a series of target calls or invocation
of several build scripts is needed), we attempt to push the
build of the system for completeness. Once the exploratory
build is successful, we are able to automatically build the
system (line 6), if necessary after applying patches. (Builds

are always done from the initial state of the source code
form of the system.)

After the build, for all files found in the system (line 7),
we collect their full file path and name, creation and mod-
ification times. For Java files we extract qualified names
of contained top-level types, for class files we detect their
qualified names. For JARs we explore their contents and
collect information about the contained class files.

On line 8, we apply a filter, keeping only the source code
that we consider to be both system and core according to
classifications presented in Section III-A.

On line 9, we use the known start time of the build
together with information about Java types computed on
lines 7 and 8 to classify the JARs found after the build
either as library JARs or built JARs. On line 10, we use
the identified built JARs and the compiled class files to
identify Java types that were compiled during the build.
Then, (line 11) we refine the system’s source code form p

0
src

to consist only of the compiled Java types together with the
necessary library JARs. The binary form p

0
bin

is refined
(line 12) to consist of the built JARs.

The refined system p

0 (line 13) is validated (line 14) by
export into an Eclipse workspace with automatically gener-
ated configuration files (i.e., .system and .classpath).
If we were able to correctly filter out source code and detect
libraries, the system successfully builds in Eclipse. We can
add the refined system to the corpus (line 15) and run fact
extraction on it (line 16).

This pseudocode is, of course, an idealized description of
the process. In practice, we would execute line 4 only once
per system; line 5 could be repeated several times, if the
build coverage is found unsatisfactory in terms of compiled
types—something that becomes clear only on line 9. We
treat lines 6–10 as an atomic action, call it a “corpus build,”
and perform it on regular basis. As additional means of
validation, during the step on line 10, we use visual aids
to understand the completeness of builds (see Section IV-E
for an example).

IV. REENGINEERING QUALITAS

In this section we provide results of applying our method
to the Qualitas corpus.

A. Details of Qualitas Content

The Qualitas curated Java code collection [4] for each
included system provides both source code and binary form
as they are distributed by developers. No additional effort is
made to include the dependencies necessary to build/run the
systems, and these are indeed often missing. The employed
build mechanisms vary from system to system.

Qualitas offers the following metadata for each system:
found Java types, their location in source code and binaries,
metrics like LOC (Lines of Code), NCLOC (Non-comment,
Non-blank Lines of Code), etc. Qualitas also provides a
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Fig. 1. Package forest for trove

V. METHOD

Our method is summarized by the following pseudocode
algorithm:

1. input : corpus, candidateList

2. output : corpus

3. for each name in candidateList :

4. (p

src

, p

bin

) = obtainProject(name);

5. patches = exploratoryBuild(p

src

, p

bin

);

6. timestamp = build(p

src

, patches);

7. (java, classes, jars) = collectStats(p

src

);

8. java

0
= filter(java);

9. (jars

built

, jars

lib

) = detectJars(timestamp, java

0
, jars);

10. java

0
compiled

= detectJava(java

0
, classes, jars

built

);

11. p

0
src

= (java

0
compiled

, jars

lib

);

12. p

0
bin

= jars

built

;

13. p

0
= (p

0
src

, p

0
bin

);

14. if validate(p

0
) :

15. corpus = corpus + p

0
;

16. factExtraction(p

0
);

The input is a (possibly empty) corpus to be extended and
a list of candidate projects, candidateList , to be added to it.
The output is the corpus populated with refined projects.

We assume that a project can be obtained both in its source-
code and binary forms (line 4): e.g., by downloading them
from the project’s website. In our study, at this stage we reuse
the effort of Qualitas developers and work with projects as
they are provided by Qualitas.

During an exploratory build (line 5), the nature of the project
is manually investigated by an expert. We detect how the
project is built, what errors occur during the build (if any),
and how to patch them. At this stage, we also compare the
set of built JARs with the JARs in the binary distribution

form of the project as provided by Qualitas. If the former
set is smaller than the latter (e.g., because default targets in
build scripts may be insufficient and a series of target calls
or invocation of several build scripts is needed), we attempt
to push the build of the project for completeness. Once the
exploratory build is successful, we are able to automatically
build the project (line 6), if necessary after applying patches.
(Builds are always done from the initial state of the source
code form of the project.)

For all files found in the project (line 7), we collect their
full file path and name, creation and modification times. For
Java files we extract qualified names of contained top-level
types, for class files we detect their qualified names. For JARs
we explore their contents and collect information about the
contained class files.

Using our two classifications (line 8), we are able to filter
out source code that we consider to be system and core.

Using the known build time and information about Java
types (line 9), we are able to classify the JARs found in the
project either as library JARs or built JARs. Using information
about built JARs and class files (line 10), we are able to
identify Java types that were compiled during the build. Thus,
(line 11) we are able to refine project’s source code form p

0
src

to consist only of library JARs and compiled Java types. A
refined binary form p

0
bin

(line 12) consists of built JARs.
The refined project p

0 (line 13) is validated (line 14) by
export into an Eclipse workspace with automatically generated
configuration files (i.e., .project and .classpath). If we
were able to correctly slice source code and detect libraries, the
project successfully builds in Eclipse. We can add the refined
project to the corpus (line 15) and run fact extraction on it
(line 16).

This pseudocode is, of course, an idealized description of
the process. In practice, we would execute line 4 only once
per project; line 5 could be repeated several times, if the
build coverage would be found unsatisfactory in terms of
compiled types—something that becomes clear only on line 9.
We treat lines 6–10 as an atomic action, call it a “corpus
build,” and perform it on regularly basis. As additional means
of validation, on line 10 we use package and forest trees,
likewise on Fig. 1 that shows a complete package forest for
project trove: triangle nodes represent degenerated packages
without types, color of the filling shows percentage of built
types in the package (black being 100 %).

VI. STUDY

In this section we provide results of applying our method
to the Qualitas corpus.

A. Exploratory builds
The Qualitas corpus contains 106 projects. We were able to

build 86 projects, of them we had to patch 54 to make them
build.

We apply following kinds of patches:
• addJars: Add one or more JARs
• makeDirs: Create necessary directories
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Fig. 2. Overview of patches

• addFiles: Add non-Java files
• batchBuild: Execute several build files or targets
• patchBuildFile: Patch an existing build file
• moveDirs: Move dir(s) within project directory
• changeJDK: Use specific Java version
• addSettings: Add file(s) with properties or settings
• patchSettings: Patch file(s) with properties or settings
• moveFiles: Move file(s) within project directory
• addBuildFile: Add a build file
• fixSrc: Copy edited Java file(s)
• changeBuildSysV: Use specific build system version
• chmod: Make files executable
Figure 2 summarizes information about patches.
In Figure 2 (a) we see that the most common patch operation

is addJars: almost 200 JARs were added to 30 projects to
make them build. It is important to note, that this number
does not include libraries that Maven downloads automatically
when building a project. The next two most frequent patches,
makeDirs and addFiles are aimed to create structural land-
scape of a project as a build script expects it to be. While
creating new directories is needed for 20 projects, only 4
projects are responsible for the sum of added files (missing
resources).

In Figure 2 (b) we see how many different types of patches
each project has. Almost half of the patched projects (25
out of 54) needs only one type of fixing, the most popular
being missing library JARs (16 projects), structural adjustment
of directories (12 projects), and patching build scripts (7
projects).

Table II summarizes results of exploratory builds: it lists
build systems as they are used to build projects. We used ANT
to build the majority of projects. Some projects support more
than one build system (e.g., both ANT and Maven)—in such
cases we opted for ANT.

ANT 69
Maven 2.x 11
Maven 1.x 3
Bash 2
Make 1

TABLE II
BUILD SYSTEMS AS USED FOR BUILDING THE CORPUS

In the rest of the section, we operate only on projects that
we were able to build.

B. Identifying core files
In order to identify core files, we use a simple heuristic to

check each part of the full file path to be exact match or to
start/end with certain words:

• test4: test, tests, testcase, testcases, testsuite, testsuites,
testing, junit

• demo: demo, demos, tutorial, tutorials, example, exam-
ples, sample, samples

By default, source code is considered to be core.
If the matching on paths was not successful, we also

did some simple matching on file names. We checked if a
name ends with one of the following: “Test,” “TestCase,” or
“TestSuite.”

In Fig. 3 we show projects that contain code other than core
(there are 69 of them); they are ordered by the percentage of
non-core files. The table below the figure contains descriptive
statistics about percentage of non-core files per project. We
observe that an average project contains 10.73 % non-core
files. Usually those files are tests.

4Qualitas contains junit as a project, we do not run the heuristic on it,
since its application area is testing. We do not make exception for any other
project.



Code classifications

• Qualitas metadata:

• system vs. non-system

• Our heuristics:

• core vs. test vs. demo



System code

5% cut: the rest contains 65 prefixes from 32 projects with median “% of all” 0.55%

Table IV
PREFIXES OF CORE CODE THAT ARE NOT LISTED BY QUALITAS METADATA (CUT AT 5 %)

System Prefix # files % of all % in covered by isIn Comment

built JARs built JARs binaries

fitjava eg.* 21 30.88 100.00 21 21 Example(s)
mvnforum net.myvietnam.* 174 24.96 100.00 174 174 Example(s)
webmail <default> 24 21.62 0.00 0 0 Default package
jsXe gnu.regexp 27 20.61 100.00 27 0 3rd party sources
jext <default> 101 18.17 0.00 0 0 Default package
jsXe treeview.* 20 15.27 100.00 20 0 X Feature(s)
gt2 net.opengis.* 801 14.95 100.00 801 801 ? Extension(s)
jFin DateMath <default> 8 12.70 0.00 0 0 Default package
azureus org.bouncycastle.* 384 11.83 100.00 384 384 3rd party sources
jext org.gjt.sp.jedit 61 10.97 100.00 61 61 3rd party sources
mvnforum org.mvnforum.* 75 10.76 0.00 0 0 ? Contribution(s)
itext com.itextpdf.rups.* 46 10.29 0.00 0 0 ? Extension(s)
jsXe org.syntax.* 13 9.92 100.00 13 0 3rd party sources
jrefactory <default> 127 9.58 0.00 0 0 Default package
fitlibraryforfitnesse fitbook.* 64 8.66 100.00 64 64 Example(s)
jsXe sourceview.* 11 8.40 100.00 11 0 X Feature(s)
fitlibraryforfitnesse fit.* 62 8.39 100.00 62 62 3rd party sources
mvnforum com.mvnsoft.* 54 7.75 98.15 53 53 ? Contribution(s)
roller org.apache.jsp.* 35 5.71 0.00 0 0 Internals of app.server
jhotdraw net.n3.nanoxml 23 5.10 100.00 23 23 3rd party sources
compiere org.apache.ecs.* 126 5.06 100.00 126 126 3rd party sources

C. Identifying core files and types

We heuristically classify files (and, by extension, types)
into core, test, and demo by checking whether some part of
the file path starts or ends with any of the following terms:

• Category test: test, tests, testcase, testcases, testsuite,
testsuites, testing, junit6

• Category demo: demo, demos, tutorial, tutorials, exam-
ple, examples, sample, samples

For the test category, we additionally check if the file
name ends with either “Test,” “TestCase,” or “TestSuite.”
By default, source code is considered to be core.

In Fig. 1 we show systems that contain code other
than core (there are 69 of them); they are ordered by the
percentage of non-core files. The table below the figure
contains descriptive statistics about percentage of non-core
files per system. We observe that an average system contains
10.73 % non-core files. Usually those files are tests.

During validation phase (see §IV-F), we discovered that
our classification produced several false positives: we show
them as non-filled symbols in Fig. 1.

D. Identifying system namespaces

We reuse the classification of code that Qualitas considers
part of the system (given as a list of package prefixes). Since
our classification compliments the one of Qualitas, we were
interested to understand the difference. For that, we collect
in Table IV the prefixes that appear in the core files but that
are not covered by the Qualitas’ list of system prefixes. We

6We did not apply this heuristic to junit, since the application area of
this system is testing. Instead, junit types were classified manually.

list those prefixes along with some additional information:
number of Java files with packages corresponding to such
prefix, what percent of all Java files in a system they
constitute, how many of these files contribute to built JARs,
and for comparison, how many of these files contribute to
the binaries provided by Qualitas. Finally, we document,
whether we consider—in deviation from Qualitas—those
package prefixes belonging to the system (“in” the system)
and why. Entries in the table are ordered by their impact on
a system, i.e., percentage of affected Java files. We cut the
table at threshold limit of 5 % under which we did not make
an intelligent decision—considering the impact weak—but
en masse excluded those prefixes from being system. (The
cut tail of the table contains 65 prefixes from 32 systems
with a median of “% of all” being 0.55.) As we see, Qualitas
metadata provides good coverage of system code and does
not leave out much.

For each prefix in the table, we investigate the role of
the respective packages in the system, and in few cases we
make a decision (marked with ‘X’) to classify the prefix
as system, where we feel strongly that it is appropriate to
do so. For instance, we additionally count as system two
prefixes of system jsXe, an XML editor, which contain the
editor’s features for different views of XML files (tree-like
versus textual). We also make decisions (marked with ‘?’) to
include prefixes, where opinions could differ. For instance,
we count as system code certain extensions or contributions
to systems.

There are two interesting observations about the table.
Note on default packages: We assume that the code in

the default package is never part of the system. Such code

6



During validation phase (see §VI-E), we discovered that our
classification produced several false positives: we show them
as non-filled symbols in Fig. 3.

C. Identifying system namespaces

We reuse Qualitas metadata about package prefixes to filter
out system code. In order to understand what is thus classified
as non-system, we collect in Table III the prefixes that appear
in the core files but are not covered by Qualitas metadata.
We list those prefixes along with some additional information:
number of Java files with packages corresponding to such
prefix, what percent of all Java files in a project they constitute,
how many of these files contribute to built JARs, number
of roots with such files, and for comparison, how many of
these files contribute to the binaries provided by Qualitas.
Finally, we document, whether we consider—in deviation from
Qualitas—those package prefixes belonging to the system
(“in” the system) and why. Entries in the table are ordered
by their impact on a project, i.e., percentage of affected
Java files. We cut the table at threshold limit of 5 % under
which we did not make an intelligent decision—considering
the impact weak—but en masse excluded those prefixes from
being system. (The cut tail of the table contains 65 prefixes
from 32 projects with a median of “% of all” being 0.55.) As
we see, Qualitas metadata provides good coverage of system
code and does not leave out much.
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demo
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demo (fp)
test (fp)

% Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max

total 0.04 5.36 10.73 14.14 19.09 46.2

test 0.04 4.57 9.75 11.81 17.04 41.91
demo 0.11 0.91 1.78 5.88 6.66 30.65

Fig. 3. Distribution of non-core code

For each prefix in the table, we investigate the role of
the respective packages in the project, and in few cases we
make a decision (marked with X) to classify the prefix as
system, where we feel strongly that it is appropriate to do
so. For instance, we additionally count as system two prefixes
of project jsXe, an XML editor, which contain the editor’s
features for different views of XML files (tree-like versus
textual). We also make decisions (marked with ?) to include
prefixes, where opinions could differ. For instance, we count
as system code certain extensions or contributions to projects.

There are two interesting observations about the table.
Note on default packages We assume that the code in

the default package is never part of the system. Such code
violates naming conventions of Java and can create clashes
and ambiguities in the name space of types. (Since Qualitas
is using a space-separated list for storing the prefixes, there is
even no possibility to classify the default package as system.)
But default packages are not rare.

Consider the table entry for webmail project, a
web mail server: out of 24 files within the default
package—19 are plugins. They reside in the directory
webmail/src/net/wastl/webmail/plugins/,
which is part of the package hierarchy.
net.wastl.webmail is a system prefix. Together
this suggests that either the default package is an omission,
or developers use mixed semantics for directories.

Another example is jext project, a programmer’s text editor.
It has 101 files within the default package, of them 99
constitute 11 different plugins. Yet, jext has one more plugin,
which uses non-default packages and is therefore included as
system.

Note on third party sources We see that it is usual practice
among projects to include large amounts of 3rd party source
code. We do not count it as system code, but without clone
detection, one cannot be sure that 3rd party code was not
modified/adjusted and had not become an integral part of the
system.

D. Builds
In order to understand the result of a build, we measure

the percentage of Java types (system and core) found in built
JARs. In Table IV we list projects with incomplete builds,
sorted by percentage of types not found in built JARs. Along
with basic information—number of all Java types, percentage
of them non-compiled—the table includes the number of roots
and packages completely or partially missing in built JARs.
We also show a comparison with coverage of Java types by
binaries included in Qualitas, see column “Compare to Q”:
“=” means the same coverage and “>” means that our build
result misses more types than the binaries included in Qualitas.
We cut the table at 5 % of non-packed types, the tail of the
table contains 21 more projects with median of percentage of
non-packed types equal to 1.05 %.

An asterisk next to the project name means that types
not found in built JARs were nonetheless compiled (values
in columns 3 and 4 differ). Careful reading of build scripts

During validation phase (see §VI-E), we discovered that our
classification produced several false positives: we show them
as non-filled symbols in Fig. 3.

C. Identifying system namespaces

We reuse Qualitas metadata about package prefixes to filter
out system code. In order to understand what is thus classified
as non-system, we collect in Table III the prefixes that appear
in the core files but are not covered by Qualitas metadata.
We list those prefixes along with some additional information:
number of Java files with packages corresponding to such
prefix, what percent of all Java files in a project they constitute,
how many of these files contribute to built JARs, number
of roots with such files, and for comparison, how many of
these files contribute to the binaries provided by Qualitas.
Finally, we document, whether we consider—in deviation from
Qualitas—those package prefixes belonging to the system
(“in” the system) and why. Entries in the table are ordered
by their impact on a project, i.e., percentage of affected
Java files. We cut the table at threshold limit of 5 % under
which we did not make an intelligent decision—considering
the impact weak—but en masse excluded those prefixes from
being system. (The cut tail of the table contains 65 prefixes
from 32 projects with a median of “% of all” being 0.55.) As
we see, Qualitas metadata provides good coverage of system
code and does not leave out much.
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total 0.04 5.36 10.73 14.14 19.09 46.2

test 0.04 4.57 9.75 11.81 17.04 41.91
demo 0.11 0.91 1.78 5.88 6.66 30.65

Fig. 3. Distribution of non-core code

For each prefix in the table, we investigate the role of
the respective packages in the project, and in few cases we
make a decision (marked with X) to classify the prefix as
system, where we feel strongly that it is appropriate to do
so. For instance, we additionally count as system two prefixes
of project jsXe, an XML editor, which contain the editor’s
features for different views of XML files (tree-like versus
textual). We also make decisions (marked with ?) to include
prefixes, where opinions could differ. For instance, we count
as system code certain extensions or contributions to projects.

There are two interesting observations about the table.
Note on default packages We assume that the code in

the default package is never part of the system. Such code
violates naming conventions of Java and can create clashes
and ambiguities in the name space of types. (Since Qualitas
is using a space-separated list for storing the prefixes, there is
even no possibility to classify the default package as system.)
But default packages are not rare.

Consider the table entry for webmail project, a
web mail server: out of 24 files within the default
package—19 are plugins. They reside in the directory
webmail/src/net/wastl/webmail/plugins/,
which is part of the package hierarchy.
net.wastl.webmail is a system prefix. Together
this suggests that either the default package is an omission,
or developers use mixed semantics for directories.

Another example is jext project, a programmer’s text editor.
It has 101 files within the default package, of them 99
constitute 11 different plugins. Yet, jext has one more plugin,
which uses non-default packages and is therefore included as
system.

Note on third party sources We see that it is usual practice
among projects to include large amounts of 3rd party source
code. We do not count it as system code, but without clone
detection, one cannot be sure that 3rd party code was not
modified/adjusted and had not become an integral part of the
system.

D. Builds
In order to understand the result of a build, we measure

the percentage of Java types (system and core) found in built
JARs. In Table IV we list projects with incomplete builds,
sorted by percentage of types not found in built JARs. Along
with basic information—number of all Java types, percentage
of them non-compiled—the table includes the number of roots
and packages completely or partially missing in built JARs.
We also show a comparison with coverage of Java types by
binaries included in Qualitas, see column “Compare to Q”:
“=” means the same coverage and “>” means that our build
result misses more types than the binaries included in Qualitas.
We cut the table at 5 % of non-packed types, the tail of the
table contains 21 more projects with median of percentage of
non-packed types equal to 1.05 %.

An asterisk next to the project name means that types
not found in built JARs were nonetheless compiled (values
in columns 3 and 4 differ). Careful reading of build scripts

During validation phase (see §VI-E), we discovered that our
classification produced several false positives: we show them
as non-filled symbols in Fig. 3.

C. Identifying system namespaces

We reuse Qualitas metadata about package prefixes to filter
out system code. In order to understand what is thus classified
as non-system, we collect in Table III the prefixes that appear
in the core files but are not covered by Qualitas metadata.
We list those prefixes along with some additional information:
number of Java files with packages corresponding to such
prefix, what percent of all Java files in a project they constitute,
how many of these files contribute to built JARs, number
of roots with such files, and for comparison, how many of
these files contribute to the binaries provided by Qualitas.
Finally, we document, whether we consider—in deviation from
Qualitas—those package prefixes belonging to the system
(“in” the system) and why. Entries in the table are ordered
by their impact on a project, i.e., percentage of affected
Java files. We cut the table at threshold limit of 5 % under
which we did not make an intelligent decision—considering
the impact weak—but en masse excluded those prefixes from
being system. (The cut tail of the table contains 65 prefixes
from 32 projects with a median of “% of all” being 0.55.) As
we see, Qualitas metadata provides good coverage of system
code and does not leave out much.
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test 0.04 4.57 9.75 11.81 17.04 41.91
demo 0.11 0.91 1.78 5.88 6.66 30.65
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For each prefix in the table, we investigate the role of
the respective packages in the project, and in few cases we
make a decision (marked with X) to classify the prefix as
system, where we feel strongly that it is appropriate to do
so. For instance, we additionally count as system two prefixes
of project jsXe, an XML editor, which contain the editor’s
features for different views of XML files (tree-like versus
textual). We also make decisions (marked with ?) to include
prefixes, where opinions could differ. For instance, we count
as system code certain extensions or contributions to projects.

There are two interesting observations about the table.
Note on default packages We assume that the code in

the default package is never part of the system. Such code
violates naming conventions of Java and can create clashes
and ambiguities in the name space of types. (Since Qualitas
is using a space-separated list for storing the prefixes, there is
even no possibility to classify the default package as system.)
But default packages are not rare.

Consider the table entry for webmail project, a
web mail server: out of 24 files within the default
package—19 are plugins. They reside in the directory
webmail/src/net/wastl/webmail/plugins/,
which is part of the package hierarchy.
net.wastl.webmail is a system prefix. Together
this suggests that either the default package is an omission,
or developers use mixed semantics for directories.

Another example is jext project, a programmer’s text editor.
It has 101 files within the default package, of them 99
constitute 11 different plugins. Yet, jext has one more plugin,
which uses non-default packages and is therefore included as
system.

Note on third party sources We see that it is usual practice
among projects to include large amounts of 3rd party source
code. We do not count it as system code, but without clone
detection, one cannot be sure that 3rd party code was not
modified/adjusted and had not become an integral part of the
system.

D. Builds
In order to understand the result of a build, we measure

the percentage of Java types (system and core) found in built
JARs. In Table IV we list projects with incomplete builds,
sorted by percentage of types not found in built JARs. Along
with basic information—number of all Java types, percentage
of them non-compiled—the table includes the number of roots
and packages completely or partially missing in built JARs.
We also show a comparison with coverage of Java types by
binaries included in Qualitas, see column “Compare to Q”:
“=” means the same coverage and “>” means that our build
result misses more types than the binaries included in Qualitas.
We cut the table at 5 % of non-packed types, the tail of the
table contains 21 more projects with median of percentage of
non-packed types equal to 1.05 %.

An asterisk next to the project name means that types
not found in built JARs were nonetheless compiled (values
in columns 3 and 4 differ). Careful reading of build scripts

During validation phase (see §VI-E), we discovered that our
classification produced several false positives: we show them
as non-filled symbols in Fig. 3.

C. Identifying system namespaces

We reuse Qualitas metadata about package prefixes to filter
out system code. In order to understand what is thus classified
as non-system, we collect in Table III the prefixes that appear
in the core files but are not covered by Qualitas metadata.
We list those prefixes along with some additional information:
number of Java files with packages corresponding to such
prefix, what percent of all Java files in a project they constitute,
how many of these files contribute to built JARs, number
of roots with such files, and for comparison, how many of
these files contribute to the binaries provided by Qualitas.
Finally, we document, whether we consider—in deviation from
Qualitas—those package prefixes belonging to the system
(“in” the system) and why. Entries in the table are ordered
by their impact on a project, i.e., percentage of affected
Java files. We cut the table at threshold limit of 5 % under
which we did not make an intelligent decision—considering
the impact weak—but en masse excluded those prefixes from
being system. (The cut tail of the table contains 65 prefixes
from 32 projects with a median of “% of all” being 0.55.) As
we see, Qualitas metadata provides good coverage of system
code and does not leave out much.
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total 0.04 5.36 10.73 14.14 19.09 46.2

test 0.04 4.57 9.75 11.81 17.04 41.91
demo 0.11 0.91 1.78 5.88 6.66 30.65

Fig. 3. Distribution of non-core code

For each prefix in the table, we investigate the role of
the respective packages in the project, and in few cases we
make a decision (marked with X) to classify the prefix as
system, where we feel strongly that it is appropriate to do
so. For instance, we additionally count as system two prefixes
of project jsXe, an XML editor, which contain the editor’s
features for different views of XML files (tree-like versus
textual). We also make decisions (marked with ?) to include
prefixes, where opinions could differ. For instance, we count
as system code certain extensions or contributions to projects.

There are two interesting observations about the table.
Note on default packages We assume that the code in

the default package is never part of the system. Such code
violates naming conventions of Java and can create clashes
and ambiguities in the name space of types. (Since Qualitas
is using a space-separated list for storing the prefixes, there is
even no possibility to classify the default package as system.)
But default packages are not rare.

Consider the table entry for webmail project, a
web mail server: out of 24 files within the default
package—19 are plugins. They reside in the directory
webmail/src/net/wastl/webmail/plugins/,
which is part of the package hierarchy.
net.wastl.webmail is a system prefix. Together
this suggests that either the default package is an omission,
or developers use mixed semantics for directories.

Another example is jext project, a programmer’s text editor.
It has 101 files within the default package, of them 99
constitute 11 different plugins. Yet, jext has one more plugin,
which uses non-default packages and is therefore included as
system.

Note on third party sources We see that it is usual practice
among projects to include large amounts of 3rd party source
code. We do not count it as system code, but without clone
detection, one cannot be sure that 3rd party code was not
modified/adjusted and had not become an integral part of the
system.

D. Builds
In order to understand the result of a build, we measure

the percentage of Java types (system and core) found in built
JARs. In Table IV we list projects with incomplete builds,
sorted by percentage of types not found in built JARs. Along
with basic information—number of all Java types, percentage
of them non-compiled—the table includes the number of roots
and packages completely or partially missing in built JARs.
We also show a comparison with coverage of Java types by
binaries included in Qualitas, see column “Compare to Q”:
“=” means the same coverage and “>” means that our build
result misses more types than the binaries included in Qualitas.
We cut the table at 5 % of non-packed types, the tail of the
table contains 21 more projects with median of percentage of
non-packed types equal to 1.05 %.

An asterisk next to the project name means that types
not found in built JARs were nonetheless compiled (values
in columns 3 and 4 differ). Careful reading of build scripts

Non-core code



Build results

5% cut: the rest contains 21 project with median “% non-packed” 1.05%

Table V
INCOMPLETE BUILDS (CUT AT 5 %)

System types Compare to Q # non-packed roots # non-packed packages Reason

# total % non-compiled % non-packed completely partially completely partially

mvnforum 510 36.08 36.08 = 3 0 11 0 Feature
trove* 32 0.00 34.38 = 0 1 2 0 Feature
james 419 34.13 34.13 = 1 4 4 3 ???
checkstyle 359 25.63 25.63 = 2 0 6 0 Feature
log4j* 242 11.16 23.14 > 8 1 4 4 ???
gt2 5234 17.90 17.90 > 34 8 128 25 ???
jrefactory 1199 14.18 14.18 > 3 1 14 0 Feature
itext 447 10.29 10.29 = 1 0 10 0 Feature
jung 358 9.78 9.78 > 2 0 6 0 Feature
hsqldb* 428 3.27 9.58 > 0 1 3 1 ???
nakedobjects 2176 8.96 8.96 = 9 0 33 3 Feature
jext 365 8.77 8.77 > 1 0 3 0 Feature
derby* 1779 1.41 7.31 = 3 5 17 27 ???
jag 130 6.15 6.15 = 1 0 1 1 Feature
proguard 562 5.87 5.87 > 0 2 0 10 ???

violates naming conventions of Java and can create clashes
and ambiguities in the name space of types. (Since Qualitas
uses a space-separated list for storing the prefixes, there is
even no possibility to classify the default package as system.)
But default packages are not rare.

Consider the table entry for webmail system, a web mail
server: out of 24 files within the default package—19 are
plugins. They reside in the directory webmail/src/net/
wastl/webmail/plugins/, which is part of the pack-
age hierarchy. net.wastl.webmail is a system prefix.
Together this suggests that either the default package is an
omission, or developers use mixed semantics for directories.

Another example is jext system, a programmer’s text
editor. It has 101 files within the default package, of them
99 constitute 11 different plugins. Yet, jext has one more
plugin, which uses non-default packages and is therefore
included as system.

Note on third party sources: We see that it is usual
practice among systems to include large amounts of 3rd-
party source code. We do not count it as system code, but
without clone detection, one cannot be sure that 3rd-party
code was not modified/adjusted and had not become an
integral part of the system.

E. Builds

In order to understand the result of a build, we measure
the percentage of Java types (system and core) found in
built JARs. In Table V we list systems with incomplete
builds, sorted by percentage of types not found in built
JARs. Along with basic information—number of all Java
types, percentage of them non-compiled—the table includes
the number of roots and packages completely or partially
missing in built JARs. We also show a comparison with
coverage of Java types by binaries included in Qualitas,
see column “Compare to Q”: “=” means the same coverage
and “>” means that our build result misses more types than

the binaries included in Qualitas. We cut the table at 5 %
of non-packed types, the tail of the table contains 21 more
systems with median of percentage of non-packed types
equal to 1.05 %.

An asterisk next to the system name means that types
not found in built JARs were nonetheless compiled (values
in columns 3 and 4 differ). Careful reading of build scripts
revealed that this is due to white- or blacklisting of files or
directories done in ANT scripts.

We tried to identify the reason for missing types. Based
on several investigated cases, we concluded that completely
missing packages or roots are an indication of omitted build
goals. These packages or roots then typically correspond to
modular code, like an optional feature. We automatically
identify such cases.

For instance, the james system provides libraries for
Internet mail communication. All non-built types are in the
root hierarchy that starts with a directory proposals/ and
the build script does not compile it.7 A similar situation is
with the checkstyle system providing support for coding
standards: all its non-built sources are in the root hierarchy
starting with the directory contrib/, which is also not
compiled by the build script.

Another example is the jrefactory refactoring tool. Fig. 2
presents the forests of the non-built roots and packages. The
root forest shows that there are several completely non-built
directories, while some code wasn’t built in the main root,
src/. Package forest shows that a large part of the non-built
packages has a common prefix that apparently contains the
code for integration with IDEs. Inspection of the build script
reveals conditional builds: if certain classes of different
IDEs are not found in the classpath, the corresponding

7One partially compiled root upon closer inspection revealed to contain
a type with the same qualified name as a type from src/ directory, thus
being counted as compiled.
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Non-built code: Why?
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Figure 2. Non-built types of jrefactory: triangles represent empty packages/directories; squares show how many types are compiled in a directory/package.

parts of the code are excluded from compilation. The build
script operates only on src/ which explains non-built types
outside it.

In such manner we inspected the incomplete builds to
decide whether to accept the result or to attempt to increase
the build coverage.

F. Validation

To validate our effort, we automatically converted the
built and refined systems into Eclipse projects, based on the
data collected during the build. Successful compilation of a
system in Eclipse shows that the classpath and the filtering
of source code are correct. In such manner, we successfully
validated 79 systems (out of 86 built ones). There are a few
cases where validation via export to Eclipse is not possible.
For example, in case of the nekohtml system, different parts
of the code are compiled with different versions of a library
JAR. While in an ANT script it is possible to change the
classpath during compilation, in Eclipse, the classpath is a
static global setting per system.

In particular, we validated our classification of files: if the
exported code would not compile due to its dependencies,
we would revise the classification of core code (see empty
squares and circles in Fig. 1). In those few cases when a
system’s core code indeed required the non-core code (e.g.,
to run self tests via a specific command line option), we in-
cluded the compiled non-core classes into a library JAR with
the name <system>-sys.jar. Since some systems use
3rd-party source code, we also ship those compiled classes
in a library JAR with the name <system>-nonSys.jar

G. Automated fact extraction

To facilitate fact extraction for the corpus user, we offer
(on the paper’s website) a basic fact-extractor based on
RECODER [18]. The extractor runs automatically on the
whole corpus and checks for absence of syntax errors and
unresolved references. It can be easily extended.

V. THREATS TO VALIDITY

Survey: The survey was done manually by one person
and may be subject to clerical and judgment errors. On the
paper website, we provide the data underlying the survey
for potential cross-validation.

Corpus (re-)engineering: (i) The exploratory builds are
a manual process: In each case we decided, which build
scripts to execute, in which order, etc. (ii) The heuristic
underlying our code purpose classification may give false
positives (e.g., when the application domain of a system
is itself testing) or false negatives (e.g., by relying on the
particular file naming convention). (iii) The accuracy of the
data in the refined corpus depends on the correctness of our
toolchain. The toolchain was tested to eliminate bugs.

VI. RELATED WORK

Corpora: The related work on corpus engineering is
summarized in Table VI. We list main reference for each
effort, date of latest release/update, size of the corpus and
languages of systems in it; what is the main purpose of the
effort and in column Acc. we note, whether the corpus is
accessible freely.

DaCapo Project facilitates benchmarking: it provides a
harness to measure running of the corpus. The systems in
the binary form are provided within the DaCapo JAR while
sources of the systems come with the tool’s source code.
The tool is freely available for download.

FOSSology Project focuses on analyzing licenses in
source code, providing its tools freely—one can download
and use them on one’s systems locally. There is a demo
repository available separately8.

Qualitas has two main distribution forms: recent version
release contains 111 systems and evolution release contains
486 versions of 14 systems that has at least 10 versions
per system. There is also a complete release containing 661

8https://fossology.ist.unomaha.edu/
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underlying our code purpose classification may give false
positives (e.g., when the application domain of a system
is itself testing) or false negatives (e.g., by relying on the
particular file naming convention). (iii) The accuracy of the
data in the refined corpus depends on the correctness of our
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harness to measure running of the corpus. The systems in
the binary form are provided within the DaCapo JAR while
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The tool is freely available for download.

FOSSology Project focuses on analyzing licenses in
source code, providing its tools freely—one can download
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Summary

• Refined approach to corpus engineering 
(In fact, the only one detailed/practical)

• As means of validation, projects are 
exported to Eclipse

• Providing different “views” for different 
fact extractors
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